Sun in Leo/Moon in Aquarius:
Sponsor
The Sun and Moon in your combination are in conflict, designating that your early life
was likely hard. A potent sense of independence and self-sufficiency in you came
about as the result of that struggle to overcome those hardships. It also caused you to
look far inside yourself. You are self-examining unlike most Leos, and the realization
you have acquired from looking within inspires you to reach out to help others. You
have a very tender, almost naive presence and disposition that is relaxed but a bit
aloof. The commonplace details of life do not perturb or confuse you, because your
scope of imagination is wide, boundless, and abstract. Others would be very surprised
if they saw the ambition, strength, and futuristic visions in your dreams. All this is kept
enshrouded under that effortless exterior. Your judgment is seldom fooled by selfcentered views or superficial impressions because you are able to acknowledge your
limits and appreciate your many endowments. With your firm idealism and
compassionate perspectives, you probably feel that you are destined to help others in
life. You pursue that goal with silent and steadfast purpose, whatever that mission
may be. All you needed to do was see it once. You have noteworthy intuition and
inherent aptitude that often controls your action even though you value reason. Your
preferences and major choices are generally founded on what you feel about the
individual or situation rather than what you conceive. This total belief in your intuition
can be dangerous at times, both for you and others. You can be led by your hunches
to a point in managerial positions, but you have to also be aware of the facts. Being
more adaptable to the pressures and opinions of others is something you should
learn. Never ostentatious or arrogant, you treat people as peers, and you in all
likelihood live in a humble, understated way, but there is something which sets you
apart others. Some people think you have a special insight because your unique
manner of life gives you an effortless air of nonchalance, and people are attracted to
you. A lot of Leo-Aquarians are natural leaders. Helping you to put some of those
ambitions and sights into action is your resourcefulness and inner force. Your solution
to an issue is often the cleverest and you are inventive and forward thinking. One
reason why you often seem so out of it and forgetful is you see things from a very
wide and detached perspective. You favor the big picture and details slow you down.

